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A Parallel Pipeline Based Multiprocessor
System For Real-Time Measurement of
Road Trac Parameters

R

eal-time measurement and analysis of road trac ¯ow parameters such as volume, speed
and queue are increasingly required for trac control and management. Image
processing is considered as an attractive and ¯exible technique for automatic analysis of
road trac scenes for the measurement and data collection of road trac parameters. In this
paper, the authors describe a novel image processing based approach for analysis of road trac
scenes. Combined background dierencing and edge detection techniques are used to detect
vehicles and measure various trac parameters such as vehicle count and the queue length. A
RISC based multiprocessor system was designed to enable real-time execution of the authors
algorithm. The multiprocessor system has nine processing modules connected in a parallel
pipeline fashion. Results shows that the authors multiprocessor system is able to provide
measurement of trac parameters in real-time. Results are presented for real tests of our system
by analysing trac scenes on the highways of Singapore.
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Introduction
Processing of road trac images has been the subject of
vigorous research for many years. It is well known that a
fully automatic image processing system will have a
major impact on both the collection and analysis of road
trac data [1±4]. Many techniques have been proposed
to speed up the analysis of road trac images, and some
intelligent approaches have been developed to compensate for the eects of variable ambient lighting,
shadows, occlusions, etc. in the road trac images.
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Many of these algorithms are either not accurate or
cannot be applied to real-time, real-world scenes.
The authors have developed a number of algorithms,
which can be used to analyse road trac scenes for
obtaining trac ¯ow parameters [1,5]. Here, the
algorithms required for pre-processing of the images
are ®ltering and segmentation. Pre-processing is followed by background dierencing to isolate the vehicles
from the images [5]. However, this technique of background dierencing has problems of accurately updating
the background frame and automatically selecting a
suitable threshold value used in the isolation of the
vehicles from the background. Edge detection based
segmentation of trac scene has the advantage of being
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less sensitive to variation of ambient lighting and
shadows [6]. However, the combination of background
dierencing and edge detection technique has the
advantage of being able to eliminate stationary vehicles,
shadows and the road markings, and is less sensitive to
variation of ambient lighting [2]. This combined vehicles
detection technique was used to detect moving vehicles,
and measure trac parameters such as vehicle count
and queue length.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First the
experimental setup is described and this is followed by
the authors algorithm to analyse images of trac ¯ow in
roads. The design of the authors proposed pipelined
multiprocessor system using array processors is discussed next. Accuracy of the results of measurements
carried out in a real highway are then presented and are
followed by the concluding remarks.

Since real-time analysis of trac scenes involves very
fast processing and analysis of sequences of trac
images, a large volume of data to be processed in a very
short period of time; thus that it is very expensive in
terms of computing power requirements. Therefore, for
real-time image processing tasks, various forms of
parallelism in the processing algorithms must be
exploited to reduce the computing requirements. So
far, a wide range of general and special purpose
computers have been developed. To achieve, real-time
processing it is necessary to design special purpose
multi-processor systems consisting of a number of
cooperating special purpose processors, each executing
a part of the task. Besides multi-processors, powerful
RISC type processors have also been an attractive
research topic [7±9]. Computer systems built with RISC
type processors are more cost eective than multiprocessor systems using special purpose processors. This
system can execute, in real-time, the image processing
algorithms for analysis of road trac scenes.

The Processing Scheme

The proposed multiprocessor system described here
has three identical pipelines, each having three processing modules. A RISC type array processor was
designed, which is used in the processing modules of
the pipelines. The array-processing module was designed
with high degree of parallelism to speed up the image
processing operations. By combining data parallelism
found in array processors into the architecture, a high
degree of concurrency has been achieved. The arrayprocessing module has nine processing elements (PE)
connected in a mesh fashion. Because 363 masks are
used in image processing algorithms for trac analysis,
image area operations with a 363 mask in the design of
the authors processor was implemented. However, other
area processing with larger masks can be easily realized
through several 363 basic mask operations. The
authors show that their system is able to provide
information on trac parameters in real-time. Results
of real tests for analysing trac scenes on the highways
of Singapore are presented here.

A CCD camera installed over a road, which provided
the raw trac ¯ow images, was used and the images
were analysed in order to extract the necessary trac
¯ow information. The processing scheme was directed
into three steps called, vehicle detection, vehicle count and
queue parameters. One window per lane was placed
across the road (see Fig. 2). Three windows were used,
with each pipeline in the proposed multiprocessor
system being dedicated to a window. This is because in
Singapore (and in many countries), roads/express-ways
have three lanes. Each pipeline has three processing
modules responsible for the vehicle detection, vehicle
count and queue parameter extraction operations. The
multiprocessor system (to be described later) is interfaced to a host computer, which in this case is a Pentium
based PC. The picture output from the camera system is
fed to the system. The data acquisition and control
circuit controls and manages the data. Control signals
from the camera system are used to synchronize and
load the image from the camera system into the
multiprocessing system.

The Vehicle Detection Process
A common and simple vehicle detection technique is the
background dierencing technique. This technique is
based on a pixel-by-pixel comparison of a background
image of a trac scene (without any moving vehicles)
and the current frame of the scene. The technique has
been successfully used by a number of researchers [3,4].
The background image needs to be periodically updated
in order to account for changes in ambient lighting. In
practice, the eectiveness of this method depends on the
accuracy of the background updating technique and the
selection of a suitable threshold value. Various researchers [1,2,4] have proposed dierent algorithms for
updating the background. However, they don't work
well under all lighting and weather conditions. Therefore,
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they are not suitable for real-world applications, such as
trac analysis as carried out in this study.

operator can be de®ned as:

An alternative technique to the background dierencing is based on edge detection. Edge-detection based
techniques are generally more eective than the background dierencing technique. In fact, the edge information of the objects remains signi®cant despite the
variation of the ambient lighting. Analysis of trac
images has proved that various surfaces and dierent
parts and colors of a vehicle create signi®cant edges.
Even cars having the same color as the surface of the
road, re¯ect more light and can be more easily detected.

Where S f  is the result of applying a separable
median ®ltering to the original image f.D( ) and E( ) are
dilation and erosion operators, respectively.

There are two types of edge-based detection techniques: conventional gradient based edge detectors and
morphological edge detectors. The conventional gradient-based edge detection operations have found wide
acceptance in image processing applications. However,
morphological edge detectors have shown better performance than conventional edge detectors while having a
lower computational cost [10]. The authors have
developed a novel morphological edge detector, consisting of separable median ®ltering and morphological
operators, called SMED (Separable Morphological
Edge Detector). The SMED has a lower computational
requirement and better performance, compared to the
other morphological edge-detection operators. This

Figure 1.

The ¯ow chart of the vehicle detection algorithm.

SMDED  D s f  ÿ E S f 

1

The algorithm used here for vehicle detection is based
on applying low pass ®ltering, combined background
dierencing and SMED edge detector on windows
located across the road. Following the application of
the vehicle detection operation, the pixels having values
that are greater than the threshold are used to recognize
vehicles. The above procedure of vehicle detection is
shown in detail in Figure 1.
The size of the window has a strong eect on the
performance of the whole system. The window size
should be located vertical to the road direction for
vehicle counting. As the width of a window is increased
up to the length of vehicles, the accuracy increases but
the computation time increases, which slows down the
whole system On the other hand, the width of the
window is dependent on the road type, as in highways
(expressways, motorways, etc.) the vehicles move more
rapidly than other roads. On highways the width of the
windows should be more, as there is a risk of missing
vehicles on some frames.
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Graph of window width vs. percentage of errors for detecting vehicles.

The authors have conducted extensive experiments in
order to determine the best window size for various
situations. The percentage of errors of vehicle detection
algorithm vs. window width for a road is shown in
Figure 2. The graph of the computation times against
window width for the same road is shown in Figure 3.
As it can be seen, a compromise can be made between
the accuracy needed and the processing speed required
by selecting the width of the window.
In the system used here, the location of the windows,
the number of lanes on the road, and the road type are
manually determined by an operator as a part of the
initialization procedure. The size of windows is computed and located automatically across the road. The
width of the windows is automatically adjusted every 30
min to account for slight changes in trac conditions.
The width of a window is computed as follows:
E  L V

2

Where L is the length of each window (equal to the
width of the lane) and V is a speed factor that is
determined initially by the operator, and later on is
continuously automatically adjusted by comparing the

Figure 3.

relative speed of vehicles. If the vehicles are moving at a
higher speed, the width of the window is increased.
Following the computing of windows and their sizes,
the vehicle detection program uses the co-ordinates of
each window to detect vehicles. Figure 4 shows the
placing of windows on the road for a typical vehicle
detection operation.

Measurement of Trac Parameters
As shown in Figure 4, in order to detect vehicles,
windows of appropriate sizes are placed across each lane
of the road. Here, the SMED edge detector is applied to
each window, and the number of edge points is
compared with a threshold value to decide, whether
the window contains a vehicle. The threshold value is
automatically calculated by analysing the histogram for
each window.
Following the application of edge detection operation
to the windows, a status vector is created. To count the
number of vehicles, the status vector is analysed. In this
manner, for each frame, if a vehicle is detected in a
window, a `1' is stored at the status vector of the

Graph of window width vs. processing speed for detecting vehicles.
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the two pro®les is compared to detect motion. When
there is motion, the dierence of the pro®les is larger
than the case when there is not motion. Therefore, the
motion can be easily detected.

Design Considerations

Figure 4.

The placing of windows on the road.

window; otherwise a `0' is stored at the status vector of
the window. The group of 1s (ones) corresponds to a
vehicle and a group of 0s (zeros) corresponds to the
distance between two vehicles. An isolated 1 alone could
be considered as a motor cycle or a fast moving vehicle.
The vehicle detection operation along with a motion
detection operation is used for queue length measurement [10]. In this case, the window is located along the
road direction. The algorithm used to detect and
measure queue parameters consists of two operations,
one involving motion detection and the other vehicle
detection. These operations are applied to a window
to detect the size of the queue. Since microcomputer
systems operate sequentially, a motion detection operation is ®rst applied. If the algorithm detects no motion,
the vehicle detection operation is used to decide whether
there is a queue or not. The reason for applying the
motion detection operation ®rst is that the trac scenes
that we analysed for queue detection are expected to
contain vehicles. In this case, vehicle detection gives
mostly the positive result, while in reality there may not
be any queue at all.
The method for motion detection is based on
dierencing two consecutive frames and applying
median ®lters for removing noise. The vehicle detection
algorithm is only applied when the motion detection
algorithm detects ``no motion''. To reduce the amount
of data and to eliminate the eects of minor motion of
the camera, the key region has to be at least a 3 pixels
wide pro®le of the image along the road. In this method,
a median ®ltering operation is ®rstly applied to the key
region (pro®le) of each frame and then, the dierence of

The desire to run applications faster and the availability
of cheaper and faster microprocessors and other
components has resulted in much research activity in
the ®eld of computer architecture. Many computer
experts have come up with various design methodologies. In order to decide the structure of the computer for
the multiprocessor system, pipeline, array processor
and multiprocessor structures were explored, as these
techniques are widely used in today's modern computers.
Array processors no doubt are best suited to image
processing based problems as the processing element's
organization matches exactly with the 2-dimensional
nature of images. However, as the size of the array
processor increases, the cost and complexity of the
system increases [11]. Since most sensors (e.g. camera)
deliver data sequentially, an ecient conversion to
parallel format is necessary for array processor systems.
In most array processor systems, the picture is ®rst
stored in an intermediate place and then loaded into the
machine; therefore, useful execution time is wasted in
converting sequential data into a suitable parallel data
format [12].
On the other hand pipelining takes full advantage of
the sequential nature of image data. As the pictures are
generated, they can be directly input to the pipeline.
Once the pipeline is ®lled, the throughput is equal to the
input data rate. Pipeline systems also cost much less
than array processor systems. The advantage of the
pipeline structure is that the basic speed is constant. The
delay from the input to output is constant. Furthermore,
common input and output devices such as video camera
and monitor can be easily interfaced to a pipeline, since
the pipeline contains only one common data stream [7].
Obviously, there is limit to the parallelism achieved in
the pipelining. Although attractive, pipelining alone will
not achieve the goal of executing image processing
algorithms in real-time. This will only come with parallel
processing and array processing.
Thus the authors used parallel pipeline architecture
for the multiprocessor system, and designed a RISC
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type array processor with nine processing elements for
the processing module of the pipeline. To exploit
parallelism, the whole image was partitioned into subimages (windows), which are processed by dierent
pipelines in parallel. The rationale behind a distributed
approach is that the image data can be accessed in a
parallel manner by all pipelines within the system.

The Multiprocessor System
Since the architecture for this project had to re¯ect
image processing algorithms developed for trac
analysis, which were of serial form, was adopted the
pipeline architecture as the parallel processing structure

Figure 5.

Block diagram of the multiprocessor system.

for the authors system. The main operations for the
multiprocessor system are:
. detect vehicles;
. count vehicles;
. calculate the queue parameters.
In order to reduce the load on the system and improve
its response time, each pipeline is dedicated to process
one window. Two frame buers M1 and M2 serve as the
communication interface between the camera system
and the multiprocessor system, and between the multiprocessor system and the host computer respectively, as
shown in Figure 5. The camera system transmits the
lines of a picture, serially one after another, and is
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Figure 6.

The array processor.

connected to all pipelines via their local memories. The
pixels, which are required by a pipeline, are clocked into
the pipeline by a data acquisition and control circuit.
The address generation circuit drives its input from the
camera system and generates addresses of the pixels,
which are being output from the camera system.
As soon as the pipelines receive that data, they start
executing the algorithms. After completing their tasks,
each pipeline sends its data to memory (M2) for storage.
These data are accessed by the host computer to present
the trac information in graphical form.

The Array Processor Module
Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the arrayprocessing module. The mesh of 363 processing
elements forms this computation module. The nine
PEs are fully inter-connected. They could therefore,
work synchronously, the same way as mesh-connected
array processors work. Each PE in the array would
access its corresponding input, along with inputs from
its neighboring PEs.
As shown in Figure 7, every PE consists of a PALU
(Processing Arithmetic and Logical Unit) providing

Figure 8.
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Results of counting vehicles.

Figure 7.

Structure of the PE.

Boolean as well as arithmetic functions, instruction and
constant registers, and a LCU (Logic Control Unit).
Each processing element has a local memory, which is
used to store instructions and the data. Initially, both
instructions and constant registers in each PE are loaded
with the corresponding instructions and the data. After
the initialization phase, the PEs execute their instructions. During the process, every PE in the array executes
the operations de®ned in its own instruction register
simultaneously. Note that the whole process in the array
is well connected and is controlled by a host system.
The processing module has 64 instructions with 8-bit
format. Apart from instructions for normal functions,
there are few distinctive instructions to take advantage
of the special architecture of the processor.

Results
The authors have conducted extensive experiments for
continuous periods of 6±8 hours. The result of counting
vehicles under various weather conditions is shown in
Figure 8. As can be seen, the error is around 15%. The
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Results of counting vehicles by placing windows between the lanes.

authors believe that these errors are due to drivers
supposedly driving one lane, but instead straddle two
lanes. To further improve the accuracy of the vehicle
counting operation, the windows are placed in between
two lanes. With this approach the accuracy achieved
was more than 97% (Figure 9).
Comparison of the results of queue parameter
measurement using the authors system and manual
measurement of the queue is shown in Figure 10. As can
be seen, the system is able to detect the queue with a
good accuracy.
The multiprocessor system together with the host
computer is able to provide trac information in realtime. During the experiment, the results were reported
online in graphical form. The authors system is able to
execute image processing algorithms at a rate of 15
frames per second, which is more than sucient for realtime operation, as only key regions of the image
(windows) are processed and not a full image.

Figure 10. The result of queue parameters.

Conclusions
In this paper, a multiprocessor system based on a RISC
type programmable image processor for executing
image-processing algorithms for road trac applications was described. The processor is designed to take
advantage of parallelism in mesh-connected array
processor for image area processing. Due to this small
mesh-connected PE array, a high degree of concurrency
has been achieved.
A novel vehicle detection technique based on edge
detection and key region processing was also introduced
in the paper. To implement the algorithm in real-time, a
low computational cost technique for edge detection,
which eliminates noise and detects thin edges has been
used. The information extracted by the vehicle detection
algorithm was used for measuring other trac parameters, such as the volume of vehicles and queue length.
The algorithm was implemented on the proposed
multiprocessor system, and the results obtained demonstrate that the system can provide trac parameters
from road trac images in real-time.
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